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Abstract

In this article, we review our recent work on mid-infrared (mid-IR) photonic materials and
devices fabricated on silicon for on-chip sensing applications. Pedestal waveguides based on
silicon are demonstrated as broadband mid-IR sensors. Our low-loss mid-IR directional
couplers demonstrated in SiNx waveguides are useful in differential sensing applications.
Photonic crystal cavities and microdisk resonators based on chalcogenide glasses for high
sensitivity are also demonstrated as effective mid-IR sensors. Polymer-based functionalization
layers, to enhance the sensitivity and selectivity of our sensor devices, are also presented. We
discuss the design of mid-IR chalcogenide waveguides integrated with polycrystalline PbTe
detectors on a monolithic silicon platform for optical sensing, wherein the use of a low-index
spacer layer enables the evanescent coupling of mid-IR light from the waveguides to the
detector. Finally, we show the successful fabrication processing of our first prototype mid-IR
waveguide-integrated detectors.
Keywords: mid-infrared, lab-on-a-chip, resonators, waveguides, photonic crystals,
chalcogenides, photodetectors, polymer enrichment layers

footprint, low fabrication cost and immunity to electromagnetic interference. Their versatility is showcased by
applications that range from high-speed telecommunications
to on-chip optical interconnects to imaging and photovoltaics.
More importantly, integrated photonics is also poised to play
a prime role in the emerging field of on-chip biological
and chemical sensing. Changes in the real and imaginary
parts of the complex refractive index can be used to rapidly
detect the presence of biological and chemical species with
high sensitivity. In particular, the mid-infrared (IR) wave
band (2.5–10 µm) represents a strategically important spectral

1. Introduction
Integrated, on-chip photonic devices present a compelling
solution to several technical challenges due to their small
5
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may be vastly different from the conventional standards we
take for granted in optimizing near-IR materials operating
in the telecommunication bands. For example, SOI and
silica-on-silicon have been the dominant material platforms
for integrated photonic devices operating in the near-IR
region. However, their transmission window in the mid-IR
is limited to about 4.5 µm due to the onset of phonon
absorption in silica (the absorption coefficient of fused
silica glass is ∼ 40 dB cm−1 at 4.5 µm [20]). In addition,
while processing compatibility with mature complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) manufacturing has
often been considered a major advantage, the benefits of
CMOS compatibility are largely compromised for mid-IR
photonics. Our argument is based on several distinctive
features of mid-IR photonics versus its near-IR counterpart.
Firstly, applications of integrated mid-IR photonics mostly
focus on fragmented niche market needs, which negate
the potential cost benefits associated with high-volume
CMOS production [21]. Secondly, unlike near-IR devices,
which can readily leverage mature CMOS material platforms
and fabrication process flows, mid-IR (> 4.5 µm) photonic
device fabrication often necessitates specialized processing
steps (e.g. thick cladding layer deposition or deep undercut
etching to isolate guided modes from silicon dioxide), which
largely prohibits the use of shuttle runs sharing CMOS
foundry infrastructures [22]. The much larger feature size
of mid-IR devices also relieves the fabrication tolerance
requirement as well as the dependence on state-of-the-art
CMOS foundry lines. Last but not least, most mid-IR
light sources, such as quantum cascade lasers, have been
demonstrated on non-silicon platforms to date [23, 24].
Therefore, instead of emphasizing the compatibility with
standard CMOS processes, we argue that performance-driven
material optimization and the versatility of material/device
processing to meet highly diverse end-user application-needs
are likely to be among the key requirements for mid-IR
photonic materials and systems development.
In addition to silicon (transparent up to 7 µm wavelengths), the dominant material for micro-electronics and
integrated photonics, amorphous materials such as silicon
nitride [25, 26] and non-silicate glasses, including transition
metal oxides [27] and chalcogenides [28, 29], offer unique
performance and processing advantages for passive mid-IR
photonics. These materials have reduced phonon energy
compared to silica and thus possess broad transmission
windows in the mid-IR. Silicon nitride and transition
metal oxides typically are transparent from the visible to
about 7 µm wavelength and tellurium-based chalcogenide
glasses are known to exhibit optical transparency up to
25 µm wavelength [30]. A very low optical attenuation
(< 0.1 dB m−1 ) in the glass materials has been theoretically
established [31] and experimentally validated through optical
fiber measurements [19]. Unlike crystalline materials with
narrowly defined stoichiometry, amorphous compounds, in
particular chalcogenides and some transition metal oxides
(e.g. TiO2 –ZrO2 [27]), have a large capacity for composition
alloying without sacrificing their structural stability. The wide
range of property tuning is critical for mid-IR applications: for

Figure 1. Schematic of a mid-IR lab-on-a-chip sensor system that
combines a light source, sensing elements, a detector and read-out
circuitry on a monolithic silicon platform. The functionalization
layer adds specificity to the sensor response for greater accuracy in
analyte recognition (image courtesy of [33]).

regime for photonic sensing applications, as characteristic
absorption fingerprints of most molecules reside here.
Figure 1 shows a generic schematic illustration of the
mid-IR lab-on-a-chip sensor system we envision. The sensor
consists of the following basic components: a light source,
multiple sensor elements (with or without functionalization
layers for specificity), photodetectors and read-out circuitry
on a silicon platform. By integrating all the necessary
components for mid-IR sensing on a silicon platform, this
lab-on-a-chip design enables low-cost and high-sensitivity
detection with a small footprint that can lead to its use
in remotely deployable arrays of integrated mid-IR sensor
devices. In this paper, we focus on the progress we
have made on three key individual components—passive
waveguides and optical resonators as the sensing element,
surface functionalization layers and photodetectors—as well
as our efforts toward integrating them on a monolithic silicon
platform.
2. Waveguides and micro-resonators for sensing
At the component level, passive waveguides and optical
resonators constitute the key sensing elements for mid-IR
spectroscopy. Waveguide sensors can transmit a wider
wavelength range and hence are useful for finger-printing
across the entire mid-IR region. Resonator sensors with a large
quality (Q) factor can offer very high sensitivity to changes
in the complex refractive index [1–4]. The long optical
path length in a resonant cavity leads to higher sensitivity
from enhanced photon–matter interactions due to spatial light
confinement over a longer period of time. In addition, it is
feasible to fabricate resonator arrays that can be used for
parallelized detection of multiple species while maintaining
a small footprint.
A diverse range of material systems has been explored
for passive mid-IR waveguide and resonator fabrication. In
addition to silicon-on-insulator (SOI) devices operating at up
to 4.4 µm [5–8], the examples include suspended silicon [9,
10], silicon on sapphire [11–13], III–V semiconductors [14,
15], silicon on porous silicon [16], silver halides [17]
and non-oxide glasses [18, 19]. We note that the material
selection criteria for passive mid-IR photonic applications
2
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Figure 2. (a) SEM image of a silicon pedestal waveguide ([32] reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry); (b) scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of a SOUP waveguide (image courtesy of [33]) and (c) mid-IR camera images showing the in situ
attenuation and recovery of the waveguide mode as an absorbing analyte is introduced and then allowed to evaporate.

wavelengths from 2.5 to 3.7 µm using pedestal waveguides
fabricated from crystalline silicon (shown in figure 2(a)) [32]
that circumvent the SiO2 absorption in the mid-IR (>
4.5 µm). Figure 2(c) demonstrates the in situ sensing effect
(with analyte addition) captured by an InSb camera placed
near the output facet of a silicon pedestal waveguide. Prior to
analyte addition, the camera image shows a single spot of light
from the guided waveguide mode along with some scattered
light. Following the chronological sequence as depicted by
the thick red arrows in the figure, we see that the scattered
light slowly disappears while the guided light intensity is
attenuated by the absorption of analyte. The diminished
scattered light intensity and the attenuated guided mode
gradually recover over time as the analyte starts to evaporate,
and they finally return to their original intensity when the
analyte has completely evaporated. We have also developed
a similar structure on SOI with the pedestal being etched from
the silicon dioxide undercladding. These silicon on oxide
undercladding pedestal (SOUP) waveguides are shown in
figure 2(b) [33]. The large refractive index contrast and oxide
undercut ensure a minimal overlap of the waveguide mode
with the silicon dioxide undercladding, and we observe the
propagation of mid-IR light at wavelengths up to 3.7 µm.
The propagation loss in our air-clad pedestal Si structures
is measured to be 2.7 ± 0.15 dB cm−1 using paper-clip
structures [34]. Since the devices and the substrate come
from the same crystalline silicon wafer, our devices exhibit
good mechanical stability and no defects are found during

example, mid-IR transparent core and cladding layers with
high index contrast (1n > 1) can be realized in a single
amorphous alloy system, which significantly facilitates
photonic integration. Most importantly, the amorphous
nature and low deposition temperature of these materials
allows monolithic deposition on virtually any substrates
free of lattice-matching constraints, which enables a wide
cross-section of applications including mid-IR laser source
integration [19].
Our research efforts thus far have focused on three
specially tailored material system choices for passive
mid-IR photonics: Si pedestal waveguides, silicon nitride
directional couplers and chalcogenide glass resonator devices.
These material systems claim the aforementioned processing
benefits and desired optical properties for mid-IR sensing
applications, and offer distinctive material characteristics and
performance advantages to accommodate the diverse needs
for different spectroscopic sensing applications.
2.1. Novel waveguide designs to adapt crystalline silicon
waveguides for sensing beyond 4.5 µm

Waveguide-based sensors offer an opportunity for tunable
evanescent field sensing. By measuring the attenuation
introduced by an absorbing analyte placed in contact with
a low-loss waveguide, it is possible to perform sensing
measurements over a wider range in the mid-IR. We have
recently demonstrated mid-IR waveguide sensors operating at
3
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Figure 3. The waveguide mode intensities at different toluene/CCl4
concentrations. The intensities decrease as the toluene ratio
increases because of mid-IR absorption from the aromatic C–H
stretch in toluene at the selected wavelength λ = 3.3 µm ([32]
reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry).

Figure 4. Chemical sensing using our fabricated on-chip mid-IR

pedestal silicon waveguide sensor. Tested analytes show different
absorbance at λ = 3.55 µm. Results from our measurements (red
bars) are compared with those from literature (black bars) ([32]
reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry).

the cleaving process. From the mode characterization, the
waveguides show a fundamental mode-dominated profile at
3.7 µm. The large dimensions of the waveguide increase
the available interaction volume between the probe light
and analytes, which increases the sensitivity despite a small
evanescent field.
To demonstrate quantitative chemical sensing, air-clad Si
pedestal waveguides are used to evaluate organic mixtures
with different concentrations of target analytes. Figure 3
shows a plot of toluene (diluted with carbon tetrachloride)
concentration versus waveguide mode intensity. As the weight
ratio of toluene (CCl4 ) is gradually increased from 0 to 1, the
guided mode light intensity measured at the output end of the
waveguide consistently decreases. Since toluene has a strong
absorption from the aromatic C–H stretch at λ = 3.3 µm, this
is the selected wavelength. Carbon tetrachloride is chosen as
the diluent, since it has no C–H bonds, hence its absorption
will not interfere with that from toluene.
Additionally, we can use the pedestal silicon waveguide
structure to identify the chemical make-up of an unknown
solution by the appropriate selection of probe wavelengths
that overlap with known characteristic absorption features.
Silicon’s mid-IR transparency window of up to 7 µm allows
broadband laser scanning for multi-spectral and diverse
chemical analyses. For instance, hexane has a distinguishably
higher absorbance at λ = 3.55 µm, whilst compounds
containing an amine functional group show an absorption
feature between λ = 2.85 and 3.22 µm arising from N–H
stretching. Figure 4 shows the measured absorbance for each
chosen chemical analyte and compares it with prior literature
results [32].

a desirable feature in differential sensing. To demonstrate
such a component for the mid-IR regime, we designed
and fabricated SiNx directional couplers operating over the
wavelength range 2.45 and 2.65 µm [35]. The spectral
response of the fabricated devices, as captured by our mid-IR
camera, is shown in figure 5(a). At an input wavelength
of λ = 2.45 µm, a strong guided mode appears in the left
waveguide (channel 1) but only a dim signal is observed in
the right waveguide (channel 2). As the wavelength increases,
the intensity of the left guided mode gradually decreases
whereas the light from the right output increases. At λ =
2.55 µm, the power transmitted through both channels is equal
(50–50 power splitter). At λ = 2.65 µm, the guided light has
completely transitioned into the right arm of our directional
coupler.
To quantitatively analyze the spectral dependence of
the coupling, intensity profiles as a function of wavelength
are shown in figure 5(b). We note that the guided modes
from both channels retain sharp Gaussian profiles over the
entire spectrum, confirming that the fundamental modes are
well preserved during coupling. This preservation of the
fundamental mode is critical for many applications, including
mid-IR sensing and nonlinear light generation, because a
higher-order mode is associated with a different effective
refractive index, leading to undesired dispersion which can
(a) lead to a false positive sensor signal during mid-IR
detection and (b) lower the efficiency of light generation. In
addition, the total power from two channels remains constant
during coupling yielding a high switching/splitting efficiency
with minimal optical loss, thus enabling our SiNx mid-IR
platform to be used for real-time on-site toxin monitoring and
multi-chemical tracing.

2.2. Design, fabrication and characterization of mid-IR
directional couplers in SiN materials

2.3. Fabrication and characterization of mid-IR chalcogenide
glass resonant cavity devices

Amorphous low-stress silicon nitride (SiNx ) is an excellent
material of choice for mid-IR microphotonic sensing devices
since it is transparent up to a wavelength of 8.5 µm.
Directional coupler devices allow on-chip light manipulation,

Our team has synthesized and characterized a broad range
of chalcogenide glass alloys in both bulk and thin-film
forms with properties such as glass composition, doping
4
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Figure 5. (a) Captured mid-IR images and (b) intensity profiles of a SiNx directional coupler as a function of wavelength. At λ = 2.45 µm,
channel 1 has maximum output, whereas the maximum of channel 2 appears at λ = 2.65 µm. Guided waves remain fundamental modes in
both channels. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission from [35].

Figure 6. (a) Optical microscope image of a mid-IR microdisk resonator and (b) SEM cross-section of a single-mode mid-IR bus
waveguide (images courtesy of [49]).

and thermal treatment protocols, all custom-tailored to meet
application-specific needs [36–47]. Specific to the IR
spectroscopic sensing applications we discuss in this paper,
selected chalcogenide glasses possess a photothermal figureof-merit 100 times higher than those of silica and silicon,
making them ideal material candidates for ultra-sensitive
photothermal spectroscopic sensing applications [48, 49].
We have demonstrated two types of mid-IR resonant cavity
devices based on chalcogenide glasses as the basic building
blocks for spectroscopic sensors: glass-on-silicon microdisk
resonators [49] and waveguide photonic crystal (PhC)
cavities [50]. In this section, we will outline the fabrication
procedures and optical characterization results at 5.2 µm
mid-IR wavelength.
The microdisk resonators were fabricated on 3-inch
silicon wafers topped with 300 nm thermal oxide as the
starting substrate. A 3 µm-thick Ge23 Sb7 S70 glass film
(n ∼ 2.1) was first deposited as the bottom cladding to
prevent absorption in silica and optical leakage into the
silicon substrate [51]. Details of the glass synthesis and
deposition processes can be found in [51, 52]. A 1.1 µm-thick

As2 Se3 film was subsequently deposited and patterned using
photo-resist lift-off to serve as the waveguide core layer. As
a final step, a 2 µm-thick Ge23 Sb7 S70 over-coating layer was
deposited on top of the As2 Se3 core to prevent the formation
of AsOx crystallites due to surface oxidation [53]. The wafers
were subsequently cleaved to form end facets for optical
coupling into and out of the bus waveguides. Figure 6(a)
shows a top-view optical microscope image of the resonators
and figure 6(b) shows a SEM cross-sectional image of a
single-mode bus waveguide.
While the Ge23 Sb7 S70 –As2 Se3 double layer structure was
used for microdisk resonator processing, we chose to fabricate
the waveguide PhC cavity on mid-IR transparent CaF2
substrates, given its low refractive index (n = 1.4) critical
to Bloch mode confinement in PhCs. The PhC microbeam
was fabricated using a two-step process combining lift-off
and focused ion-beam (FIB) milling. Instead of sculpting
the entire structure using FIB, the two-step process
minimizes the milling area and improves throughput. After
the fabrication of 3 µm width, 1.2 µm-thick single mode
waveguides using UV lithography and lift-off, a layer of
5
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Figure 7. (a) Top view microscope image of the waveguide PhC cavity, consisting of a section of unstructured channel waveguide
(∼ 170 µm in length) confined between two PhC mirrors (marked by the red boxes) and (b) top-view SEM image of one of the PhC mirrors
(images courtesy of [50]).

Figure 8. (a) Schematic diagram of the mid-IR fiber-end fire measurement setup (image courtesy of [49]); (b) photo of mid-IR measurement
set up; (c) top-view microscope image of a mid-IR InF3 fiber-end fire coupled to an Ge23 Sb7 S70 waveguide with a lateral taper to reduce the
mode mismatch and (d) far-field image of the TE guided mode from a single-mode Ge23 Sb7 S70 waveguide on the CaF2 substrate.

20 nm-thick water-soluble conducting polymer (EspacerTM ,
Showa Denko) was spin-coated onto the substrate to minimize
charge accumulation during ion-beam milling [54]. The
PhC holes were drilled using a Ga2+ ion beam (beam
current 20 pA, accelerating voltage 30 kV) on a Zeiss Auriga
60 CrossBeamTM FIB nanoprototyping workstation. After
milling, the devices were rinsed in deionized water to
remove the Espacer layer. The resulting Fabry–Pérot resonant
cavity structure consisted of a segment of glass waveguide
sandwiched between two identical PhC mirror reflectors.
Figure 7(a) presents an optical microscope top-view image of

the cavity and figure 7(b) shows a SEM top view of a PhC
mirror.
Mid-IR transmission characteristics of the resonant cavity
devices were tested using a fiber end fire coupling approach.
Figures 8(a) and (b) show a schematic diagram and a photo of
the mid-IR measurement setup. A mid-IR wire-grid polarizer
was used to ascertain that the output light from the fiber was
transverse electric (TE) polarized. To minimize the coupling
loss due to the mode mismatch between the input fiber and
the waveguide, an adiabatic lateral taper section was inserted
near the input facet, as shown in figure 8(c). Figure 8(d) shows
6
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Figure 9. (a) Relative output intensity as functions of As2 Se3 waveguide lengths; the widths of the waveguides are labeled in the box in the

top-right corner; (b) the mid-IR optical transmission spectrum of the As2 Se3 microdisk resonator measured using a wavelength sweeping
method and (c) the spectrum near the optical resonance at 5157.89 nm wavelength (the red box in (b)). The dots are experimentally
measured data and the line is the linear-scale Lorentzian fit, which indicates a loaded cavity quality factor of 105 (images courtesy of [49]).

Figure 10. (a) The mid-IR transmission spectrum of a waveguide PhC cavity with two ten-hole PhC mirrors and (b) the evolution of loaded

cavity Q-factors as the PhC mirror hole number increases: the black bars represent experimentally measured Q values and the red crosses
denote the simulation results (images courtesy of [50]).

the far-field image of the guided mode output from the single
mode Ge23 Sb7 S70 waveguide.
We employed the cut-back method to determine the
propagation loss of waveguides, by sequentially cleaving
a waveguide chip into different lengths. We performed
the measurements on a minimum of five waveguides for
each width, and the average loss values are presented in
figure 9(a). An average optical loss of 4 dB cm−1 was
measured in single-mode chalcogenide glass (ChG) bus
waveguides. Figure 9(b) shows the transmission spectrum of
the microdisk resonator. The group index calculated from
the free spectral range (FSR) is 2.63, which agrees well
with our finite difference simulation result (2.68) assuming
a fundamental transverse mode order. Figure 9(c) shows the
spectrum measured from the device near its resonance peak at
5157.9 nm wavelength. A loaded Q factor of 105 was inferred
from the spectrum, corresponding to an intrinsic Q factor
of 2 × 105 and an equivalent waveguide propagation loss of
0.7 dB cm−1 . This number is much lower compared to the
4 dB cm−1 loss figure in the bus waveguides, largely due to the
reduced interactions of optical modes with the sidewalls in a
microdisk whispering gallery mode. This Q factor is among
the highest values reported in experimentally demonstrated
mid-IR resonators.
Figure 10(a) plots the transmission spectrum of a PhC
cavity with ten-hole mirror sets. Figure 10(b) compares
the experimentally measured and numerically simulated
quality factors as the PhC mirror hole number is varied.

The measured Q-factors were averaged from at least seven
resonance peaks near the center of the photonic stop band.
The figure shows a monotonic increase of the loaded cavity
Q-factor as the mirror hole number increases, which is an
anticipated result since the external Q-factor scales with the
cavity mirror strength. The waveguide loss (53 ± 4 dB cm−1 )
was first fitted from the measured Q-factors and extinction
ratios of the five devices. The high optical loss, which
accounts for the relatively low cavity Q, was attributed to
gallium ion contamination from FIB milling, as cut-back
measurements on unstructured waveguides yielded a much
lower propagation loss (figure 9(a)). Further improvement
of the waveguide PhC cavity Q-factors is expected through
processing optimization, for example, replacing FIB milling
with electron beam lithography patterning [55, 56].

2.4. On-chip cavity-enhanced mid-IR absorption spectroscopy

The on-chip cavity-enhanced sensing experiment was
implemented using chalcogenide glass microdisk resonators.
The operating principles of on-chip cavity-enhanced
absorption spectroscopy are discussed in [54, 57]. The
organic chemicals used in the sensing tests, cyclohexane
and ethanol (>99.5%), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.
Cyclohexane shows low optical absorption around 5.2 µm
and thus was used as the blank solvent. Ethanol has a weak
absorption peak (peak absorption ∼200 dB cm−1 ) at 5190 nm
7
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Figure 11. (a) The mid-IR optical transmission spectrum of a 250 µm radius Ge23 Sb7 S70 microdisk resonator in an ethanol/cyclohexane

mixture of different volume ratios and (b) the absorption loss induced by ethanol calculated from the transmission spectra.

wavelength, and was used as the solute for analyzing the
performance characteristics of our resonator sensor. Their
mixtures were prepared based on volume ratios. During the
test, the entire surface area of the mid-IR resonator sensors
was covered by drop-cast solutions. Replacing the air with
cyclohexane led to an increased coupling strength between
the bus waveguide and resonator and a higher extinction ratio,
suggesting that the device operates in an under-coupling
regime in air. At the same time, the FSR of the resonator
changed from 8.23 to 7.81 nm, which corresponded to the
group index change from 2.12 to 2.20. The resonator Q-factor,
however, remained almost constant, indicating the relatively
good optical transparency of cyclohexane at this wavelength
range. Each transmission spectrum was obtained by averaging
over five wavelength-sweeping scans. The temperature was
stabilized at 20 ◦ C throughout the tests.
Figure 11(a) shows the transmission spectra of the mid-IR
Ge23 Sb7 S70 resonator in cyclohexane solutions of ethanol of
different concentrations (given in volume fractions). From
the spectra we can see that the extinction ratio decreased
with the increasing ethanol concentration, a clear indication
of the resonator’s transition into the under-coupling regime.
The wavelength blue shift of resonance peaks in solutions
of different concentrations was attributed to the reduced
refractive index of ethanol compared to cyclohexane, from
which we estimate a confinement factor of about 10%
in the solution. Figure 11(b) plots the optical absorption
induced by ethanol solutions extracted from the spectra
in figure 11(a). While this proof-of-concept experiment
demonstrated the feasibility of on-chip cavity-enhanced
sensing using chalcogenide glass micro-resonators, the
detection limit of the resonator device in terms of the
absorption coefficient is estimated to be only ∼ 0.02 cm−1 ,
corresponding to a tens of parts-per-million level limit of
detection when applied to chemical sensing. The sensitivity
of the device is primarily limited by the relatively high
propagation loss in the resonator (∼ dB cm−1 ) and can be
improved by implementing post-fabrication loss reduction
treatment [58] or by resorting to new detection mechanisms
that circumvent the intrinsic sensitivity limit of direct
cavity-enhanced spectroscopy [48, 59].

3. Sensor functionalization for enhanced specificity
Although micro-resonators can be extremely sensitive to
variations in the complex refractive index brought about
by the presence of very small quantities of an analyte
of interest, a good sensor must also be specific, i.e. be
able to differentiate between analytes. One way to increase
specificity is to coat the top surface of the resonator with a
functionalizing layer. Such a layer allows selective adsorption
of the species of interest, causing a change in the complex
refractive index. Additionally, this layer can be designed to
serve as a pre-concentrator with a large partition ratio to the
target species. In this section, we describe not only the use
of a single polymer film (section 3.1), but we also discuss
two new approaches to functionalize sensor surfaces with
enrichment polymer layers (EPLs) (multi-layer polymer films
in section 3.2 and polymer nanofoams in section 3.3) to
enhance sensor pre-concentration and specificity.
3.1. Enrichment polymer layers

To enhance the sensitivity of our sensor devices, we have
developed a procedure to modify their surfaces with EPLs
grafted to their surface [60–67]. EPLs are thin polymer films
(6 5 µm) deposited onto a surface, intended to extend the
qualitative or quantitative limit of detection by attracting
organic compounds via chemical and/or physical interactions.
The incorporation of such films into chemical sensors has
been heavily researched since the late 1980s [68, 69]. EPLs
have been demonstrated as efficient and highly sensitive
coatings for diverse evanescent waveguide-based optical
monitoring systems [70–76]. On exposure to specific analytes,
the polymeric coatings will change their internal structure
reversibly or irreversibly at the nano-level by swelling with
an analyte.
Many different polymer materials have been compared
to determine the most effective enrichment layer for specific
analytes [70, 77, 78]. The optical properties of polymer film
swelling versus film thickness have also been studied [79].
Large offsets of non-absorbing wavelengths observed in
optical chemical sensors are due to the refractive index
8
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Figure 12. Scheme of layered polymers on waveguides where each layer has an affinity to a particular organic molecule or compound

([60] reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry).

changes of the absorbing compound. This indicates that the
waveguide is evanescently coupled to the sensing medium,
even if there is no absorption. To reduce the refractive index
changes that result from the incorporation of analyte, it
has been suggested that a thin polymer film (< 0.5 µm) is
sufficient to avoid interferences from swelling.

To achieve multi-analyte absorption capability, an
enrichment polymer layered system (EPLS) consisting of
the following polymeric components possessing different
chemical natures was designed: poly[glycidyl methacrylate]
(PGMA), polyacrylic acid (PAA), epoxidized polybutadiene
(EPB) and carboxy terminated poly[2-vinylpyridine] (P2VP).
The polymers were deposited and consequently grafted in the
following order: PGMA/PAA/EPB/PGMA/P2VP. In addition
to the multi-component polymer system, an alternating
system consisting of three PGMA and three PAA layers was
synthesized. We employed the reaction between the epoxy
groups (PGMA/EPB) and the reaction between carboxy and
epoxy functionalities (PGMA/PAA/EPB and PGMA/P2VP)
to construct the multilayered assembly [82, 83].
To confirm the ability of the EPLS to perform as a
quasi-universal enrichment layer, swelling of the polymer
films (anchored to a silicon wafer) was conducted in the
presence of vapors of the following substances: methanol,
ethanol, isopropanol, acetone, acetic acid, hexane and 0.1%
ammonium hydroxide. The swelling of the grafted layers was
monitored by ellipsometry and the multilayered polymer film
was capable of swelling to a certain extent with each analyte
used in the study.
IR-ATR spectra for vapors of the different substances
obtained using a silicon crystal waveguide modified with
the synthesized enrichment polymer films are presented in
figure 13 for the multi-component coating and in figure 14 for
the two-component PGMA/PAA coating. The spectroscopic
data clearly show that each substance was ‘picked-up’ by
the enrichment coating and produced unique spectroscopic
signatures allowing us to distinguish between the analytes.
Conversely, no spectroscopic signal was observed under
the same conditions for the unmodified silicon crystal (our
reference sample). There are notable differences between
the IR spectra obtained for the two enrichment multilayered
systems that presumably stem from interactions between the

3.2. Multilayered nanostructured polymer films as EPLs

The necessity of a specific, often unique, coating creates
a major stumbling block for the universality of infrared
attenuated total reflectance (IR-ATR) based sensors. When a
substance with an unknown chemical composition is present
in an environment, the use of a number of polymers of
dissimilar chemical nature in a single EPL increases the
probability of capturing the molecules for detection and
analysis. To this end, we developed an enrichment polymer
film capable of concentrating chemical substances of different
natures at IR-ATR waveguide surfaces (including optical
resonators) [60]. Specifically, multilayered nanostructured
polymer films chemically grafted to the surface of the IR-ATR
waveguide were fabricated as shown in figure 12.
The grafted EPLs, with a total thickness of ∼ 25–35 nm,
consist of five or six polymer layers. The macromolecules
constituting the layers were chosen based on the following
principles: (a) immiscibility, to guarantee the individuality of
each layer; (b) chemical composition, to guarantee that each
layer is capable of attracting substances of a different nature
and (c) complementary chemical reactivity, to guarantee that
every consecutive top layer is chemically anchored to the
bottom layer. Condition (c) is particularly vital for the proper
performance of the EPL, since the nanoscale polymer coating
has to retain its structure after multiple swelling–deswelling
cycles. Without the strong connection between the layers,
delamination and dewetting may occur, which will destroy the
film structure [80, 81].
9
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Figure 13. IR spectra of the various analyte vapors obtained with

the aid of the multi-component (PGMA/PAA/EPB/PGMA/P2VP)
enrichment coating deposited on the Si crystal waveguide ([60]
reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry).

Figure 15. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) topographical images

of: the initial PGMA layer and PMMA–PGMA layers; the change
in the layers’ morphology upon foaming; and the collapsed layers’
morphology upon exposure to chloroform vapor. Image size:
1 × 1 µm, vertical scale: 30 nm.

another class of ‘irreversible’ EPL for optical resonators that
is capable of retaining the memory of a specific exposure
event. This type of EPL is a polymeric nanofoam coating
that possesses the behavior of a shape memory material
[84, 85], exhibiting mechanical action under external
stimulus. On exposure to specific analytes, the nanofoam
polymeric coatings change their internal structure irreversibly
at the nano-level leading to significant changes in the
thickness and density. This, in turn, affects the optical
properties of the film such as the refractive index and optical
absorption.
The nanofoam coatings are synthesized by first depositing a film of PGMA or poly(methyl methacrylate-co
-glycidyl methacrylate) (PMMA-co-PGMA) random copolymer on the surface of a silicon substrate or microresonator via a dip-coating technique [61]. The films are then
cross-linked upon the reaction between the PGMA epoxy
groups to create a non-soluble but swellable coating. The
extent of the cross-linking is controlled to ensure that only a
fraction of the epoxy groups is reacted to allow for further
functionalization of the film. Finally, the films are swollen
in a solvent such as chloroform and freeze-dried under
reduced pressure to form a nanofoam anchored to the surface.
Prior to foaming, the films can be treated with polymers
possessing carboxy groups that have the ability to react with
the remaining epoxy group of the PGMA. To prove this
concept, we grafted carboxy-terminated polystyrene (PS) to
the PGMA and PMMA-co-PGMA films before freeze-drying
to obtain the nanofoam coating.
We used ellipsometry and reflectometry to monitor the
extent of foaming via thickness measurements. For a 58 ±
3 nm PGMA film, the average foaming was found to be
19 ± 1%. The PMMA-co-PGMA films with a thickness of
42 ± 3 nm foamed on average 23 ± 1%. Figure 15 shows
the change in morphology of the coatings upon foaming,
and the formation of porous foamed structures can be

Figure 14. IR spectra of the various analyte vapors obtained with

the aid of the two-component (PGMA/PAA) enrichment coating
deposited on the Si crystal waveguide.

chemical substance and the EPLS. As such, unique alterations
of fundamental IR absorbance frequencies can be used to
identify substances absorbed by the enrichment layers.
3.3. Nanofoam polymer films as EPLs

The multilayered enrichment coatings developed for optical
resonators are examples of the EPL working in a dynamic
(‘reversible’) mode. They absorb the vapors of interest
during an exposure event. After the exposure, deswelling
occurs and the layer returns to its initial state with no
post-exposure signature left in the layer. However, for certain
applications (e.g. monitoring without power being supplied to
a device), it is important to be able to conduct a post-exposure
interrogation of the resonators. To this end, we have developed
10
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lower values, making it suitable for detection in the 6–12 µm
wavelength range.
We have previously conducted systematic studies
of the structural, electrical and optical properties of
polycrystalline PbTe films obtained from single source
thermal evaporation [89, 90, 92, 93]. Our fabrication process
yields stoichiometric, polycrystalline films with a rock-salt
structure and grain sizes in the order of 50–100 nm.
Electrical and optical characterization of the PbTe films shows
thermally activated p-type conduction with a mobility of
53 cm2 V−1 s−1 , a room temperature carrier concentration of
2.1 × 1017 cm−3 and an optical band gap of 0.386 eV.
4.1. Mid-IR chalcogenide glass waveguides monolithically
integrated with PbTe detectors

Evanescently coupled detectors using a hybrid integration
of III–V detectors (through wafer bonding) for 2.2–2.3 µm
detection and monolithically integrated Ge detectors for
telecom wavelengths have been demonstrated [94, 95]. Hybrid
integration schemes can prove to be viable approaches for
mid-IR detection, especially when single-crystalline materials
are necessary for performance-driven applications. Typically,
III–V and II–VI materials for mid-IR photodetectors are
grown using techniques such as metal organic chemical
vapor deposition or molecular beam epitaxy [86], which have
high costs, and monolithic integration is only possible if
all the necessary components are grown together. To meet
the challenge of on-chip photodetection in the mid-IR, we
have developed an integrated sensor design that uses vertical
evanescent coupling from ChG waveguides designed for the
mid-IR (as shown in section 2.3) into PbTe detectors. The
As2 Se3 (n = 2.75) core waveguides and the PbTe (n = 5.2)
detector layer exhibit a large difference in refractive index
that would generally lead to modal mismatch and Fresnel
reflections if the PbTe is placed directly over the waveguides.
To overcome this limitation, we propose the addition of a
low index spacer layer between the waveguide and detector
that reduces reflections and enables longer absorption lengths
in our PbTe detector. Figure 17(a) shows the layout of
the evanescently coupled detector and figure 17(b) shows a
cross-section of the detector waveguide system. The ChG
waveguides are designed for single-mode operation at 3.2 µm
and the spacer layer covers the entire sample, with the PbTe
extending laterally beyond the waveguide.
The photoresponsivity of thermally evaporated
polycrystalline PbTe thin films has been analyzed and
optimized by comparing films of different thicknesses
at room temperature and at thermoelectrically cooled
temperatures (−60 ◦ C or 213 K). Our studies have shown
that a 100 nm-thick PbTe detector layer exhibits high
photoresponsivity (25 V W−1 ) in the 3–4 µm wavelength
range of interest under a bias current of 0.1 mA at −60 ◦ C [89,
92, 93]; the responsivity is between 1.2 and 3.5 times larger
than a 200 nm-film, pointing to a dependence of responsivity
on film thickness. This is an important consideration in
our detector design as there is a need to balance the film
properties that give the best evanescent coupling with the
responsivity of those films.

Figure 16. AFM topographical images of: the initial PGMA–PS

layer and PMMA–PGMA–PS layers; the change in the layers’
morphology upon foaming and the collapsed layers’ morphology
upon exposure to chloroform vapor. Image size: 1 × 1 µm, vertical
scale: 30 nm.

clearly observed. The nanofoam was found to partially
collapse when exposed to various solvents. For example, AFM
images of the film exposed to chloroform vapor demonstrate
a dramatic change in the nanofoam film morphology after
exposure to the solvent (figure 15).
In our next experiment a 105.5 ± 10 nm film of PS was
grafted to PGMA films and 32.7 ± 5.3 nm of PS was grafted
to the copolymer film, and the PGMA–PS film was foamed
44 ± 8%. The PMMA-co-PGMA–PS film demonstrated a
larger extent of foaming (50 ± 3%). Figure 16 reveals the
AFM morphology of the PS functionalized layers before and
after foaming. The imaging confirms formation of the porous
structure that collapsed upon exposure to solvents.
4. PbTe for mid-IR detection
For photodetection in the mid-IR wavelength regime,
semiconductor materials with small, direct band gaps
(typically < 0.4 eV) are necessary. Common mid-IR
photodetector materials include mercury cadmium telluride
(HgCdTe) and III–V compounds such as InAs and InSb
[86, 87]. Lead salts or lead chalcogenides such as PbTe,
PbSe and PbS are also used in commercially available
detectors for the mid-IR7 . In particular, we have identified
PbTe as a promising low-cost mid-IR detector material due
to its superior chemical stability, the ease of deposition, and
its unique oxygen-sensitization behavior [88, 89]. Single
crystal and epitaxially grown PbTe have been studied for the
fabrication of IR photodetectors and long-wavelength laser
devices [90, 91]. Our prior work with polycrystalline PbTe
thin films has demonstrated high detectivity in the 3–4 µm
wavelength range [92]. A further benefit of choosing PbTe
is the ability to alloy it with tin telluride (SnTe) to form
Pbx Sn1−x Te. This allows the tuning of the optical band gap to
7

Lead selenide detectors available from: www.judsontechnologies.com/
lead_sel.html
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Figure 17. (a) Integrated structure with a single-mode (λ = 3.2 µm) As2 Se3 waveguide, Ge23 Sb7 S70 glass undercladding to prevent leakage
of the mode into the Si substrate, a low index spacer to minimize modal mismatch and Fresnel reflection, and the photoconductive PbTe
layer. (b) The cross-section view of the device. Reproduced with permission from [96].

From three-dimensional finite difference time domain
(3D FDTD) simulations carried out at 3.2 µm wavelength, we
have determined that the absorption efficiency is maximized
with a 90–100 nm-thick PbTe detector layer for a given
detector width, a spacer layer index of 1.5 and a thickness
of 1.25 µm [96]. This aligns well with our responsivity
measurements on PbTe thin films where a peak is achieved at
the same thickness values. The length of the detector is limited
by the need to maintain a minimum separation between the
metal contacts to avoid parasitic absorption losses that can
reduce the absorption efficiency in the PbTe layer. The design
is flexible enough to be used at near-IR wavelengths and/or
with other material systems with appropriate modifications to
the device dimensions and choice of spacer layer materials.
To successfully translate the theoretical design
summarized above to a practical device, two key requirements
have to be satisfied: (a) the identification of a suitable spacer
layer material and (b) the formulation of a fabrication path
that is compatible with the various materials used in the
design.

Figure 18. 3D FDTD simulations of the integrated device at

λ = 3.2 µm for a 100 nm thick PbTe layer. The side (YZ)
cross-section views presented for three different spacer layers
exhibit the flexibility of the proposed design: all three materials
allow for a gradual absorption of light in the PbTe layer with
minimal reflections.

4.2. Spacer layer

The spacer layer material is an important part of our
waveguide-integrated detector design. In addition to a
relatively low index (1.4–1.6 is ideal), it needs to be
transparent to mid-IR wavelengths and easy to deposit
on our waveguides. Relatively few materials meet all of
these requirements but we have identified some inorganic
compounds that are suitable at certain mid-IR wavelength
ranges. SiO2 can be used for wavelengths below 3.5 µm where
the loss is lower than 0.5 dB cm−1 (for silica glass) [20]. It can
be readily deposited using a variety of thin-film deposition
techniques such as sputtering and chemical vapor deposition.
For wavelengths up to about 5 µm [97], we believe that Al2 O3
(deposited via electron beam evaporation or sputtering) is a
viable option. Finally, extending the use of our design to still
longer wavelengths to take advantage of the wide transparency

window of ChGs will likely require alkali halides such as
CaF2 .
To evaluate the effect of using different spacer layers
on our design parameters, we conducted further 3D FDTD
simulations. Figure 18 shows how the waveguide-integrated
detector design is able to accommodate different materials
with different refractive indices (1.43 for SiO2 and 1.65 for
Al2 O3 ) by a simple modification of the spacer-layer thickness.
The thickness and width of the PbTe layer remain available
as further variables that can be optimized to achieve the
maximum possible absorption efficiency with any choice of
spacer material that fits the criteria described above.
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Figure 19. (a) MMI waveguide prior to spacer layer deposition; (b) resist pattern for metal contacts aligned to the PbTe layer and

(c) final device after metal deposition.

to achieve low loss, high-quality materials with desired
processing compatibility and property tailoring capacity. A
pedestal geometry allows us to fabricate mid-IR single
crystal silicon waveguides, both with and without an oxide
undercladding, for broadband sensing applications based on
optical attenuation of the guided light. Fabrication and optical
characterization results on chalcogenide glass microdisk
resonators and waveguide PhC cavities are reviewed, and
preliminary mid-IR spectroscopic chemical sensing results are
presented. We have shown that by incorporating EPLs into
the sensing system, we are able to distinguish between the
responses produced by different organic analytes. We can use
this to build sensor systems that produce an optical response
only in response to target analytes present in the environment
surrounding the sensor. To enable on-chip photodetection
in the mid-IR, we have presented a waveguide-integrated
photodetector design based on polycrystalline PbTe. By
employing a spacer layer material between the chalcogenide
waveguide and the PbTe detector, we achieve evanescent
coupling to the detector layer. Potential candidates for the
spacer layer are discussed, and we have shown fabrication
results from our first prototype integrated detectors. We expect
that the work presented in this review paper will lead to
the further development of compact, highly sensitive and
remotely deployable mid-IR optical sensor systems.

4.3. Fabrication of mid-IR integrated PbTe planar detectors

The design we have proposed incorporates disparate materials
that need to be integrated together in a monolithic fashion
with each successive layer aligned to, and process-compatible
with, the previous layer. Starting with mid-IR waveguides
and resonators fabricated according to the details presented in
section 2.3, we have developed a waveguide-integrated device
processing plan that has allowed us to fabricate our first
prototype devices designed for 3.2 µm wavelength operation.
For this mid-IR wavelength below our 3.5 µm cut-off, we (a)
selected SiO2 , deposited via plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition at a low substrate temperature of 130 ◦ C to avoid
heating the ChG layers to their glass transition and to protect
them from potentially cracking due to a thermal expansion
mismatch with the substrate; (b) developed a suitable
photolithography process with NR9-1000PY (negative lift-off
resist, Futurrex, Inc.) and a thermal evaporation process for
PbTe followed by lift-off in acetone and (c) incorporated
a second lithography step to define the electrical contact
patterns in resist on an electron beam evaporated tin (Sn)
metal contact layer. Resist lift-off is once again performed in
acetone accompanied by sonication [33].
Figure 19 shows optical images taken at different steps
along the device fabrication process. The multimode
interferometer (MMI) structure shown in figure 19(a) was
designed for a 50–50 split between the two arms with the
aim of placing the detector structure on one arm and using
the other arm to align the light source to the waveguide. The
single-mode (2 µm wide) waveguides gradually taper out to
a 5 µm width to improve the alignment tolerance between
the PbTe layer and the waveguide. Figure 19(b) is an optical
image of the device before metal deposition, and the final
device is shown in figure 19(c). We observe that the detector
and the metal layers are well aligned to each other as well as
to the waveguide underneath the spacer layer (not visible as
SiO2 is transparent). These prototype integrated detectors are
in the process of being experimentally characterized, and their
performance will be compared to the results from our FDTD
simulations.
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